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Six Weeks Period: 3rd Grade Level & Course: 10th & 11th IPC 

Timeline:  5 Days  Unit Title: Nuclear Reactions Lesson 1 

Stated Objectives: 
TEK # and SE 

I.1A: Demonstrate safe practices during laboratory and field inestigations. 

I.1B: Know specific hazards of chemical substances such as flammability, corrosiveness, 
and radioactivity as summarized in the Safety Data Sheets (SDS) 

I.2E: Communicate valid conclusions supported by the data through methods such as lab 
reports, labeled drawings, graphs, journals, summaries, oral reports, and 
technology-based reports. 

I.3A: Analyze, evaluate, and critique scientific explanationns by using empirical evidence, 
logical reasoning, and experimental and ovservational testing so as to encourage critical 
thinking by the student. 

I.3B: Communicate and apply scientific information extracted from various sources such 
as current events, published journal articles, and marketing materials. 

I.3D: Evaluate the impact of research on scientific thought, society, and the environment. 

I.3E: Describe connections between physics and chemistry and future careers 

I.3F: Research and describe the history of physics and chemistry  and contributions of 
scientists. 

I.7E: Describe types of nucler reactions such as fission and fusion and their roles in 
applications such as medicine and energy production. 

See Instructional Focus Document (IFD) for TEK Specificity 

Key 
Understandings 

● Describe nuclear forces 
● Relationship between proximity and strength of forces 
● Process of nuclear decay emits matter and energy 
● Fusion and Fission 

Misconceptions ● All radioactivity is dangerous 
● Fusion and fission are the same 

 

Key Vocabulary  radioactivity              proximity                          controlled reaction              half life 
nucleus                      alpha particles                 uncontrolled reaction          tracer 
strong force               beta particles                   fission  
electric force             gamma particles              fusion 
stable                         transmutation                   isotpes 
 
 



Suggested Day  
5E Model 

Instructional Procedures 
 (Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend/Elaborate, Evaluate) 

Materials, Resources, Notes 

Day 1 
Nov 4 

Topic: The nucleus and nuclear forces. 
Objective: Students will demonstrate understanding of 
nuclear structure and how the number of protons and 
neutrons affect stability. 
TEK/SE:  
I.2E: Communicate valid conclusions supported by the data 
through methods such as lab reports, labeled drawings, 
graphs, journals, summaries, oral reports, and 
technology-based reports. 
I.3A: Analyze, evaluate, and critique scientific explanations 
by using empirical evidence, logical reasoning, and 
experimental and observational testing so as to encourage 
critical thinking by the student. 

I.7E: Describe types of nuclear reactions such as fission and 
fusion and their roles in applications such as medicine and 
energy production. 

 

Engage: 
● Provide students with super magnets in  small groups. 

Have students demonstrate and describe repulsion and 
attraction and develop “rules” using clearly labeled 
magnets. ( like poles repel-unlike poles attract-locations 
of strength of magnets-role of proximity or distance 
between magnets) 

● Connect magnetic force with electrical force like that with 
a balloon with static charge. Same rules apply. Students 
record rules in Notebook. 

Explain: 
● Video clip of radioactive decay. Define and describe 

alpha, beta, gamma particles and stability of isotopes. 
Refresh concept of isotopes and importance of stability 
and electromagnetic balance/cancellation. 

 
● Show  
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AB1j3a2cMjs 
● This video clarifies dangers of nuclear energy and helps 

with misconceptions. Video differentiates fission, fusion, 
radioactive decay. Have students keep notes. 
 

Closing: Use periodic table to determine which 
elements might have nuclei that are not stable and 
why. 

Instructional Notes: 
● The super magnets 

can be brittle and 
can snap together 
in a way that can 
hurt students. 

Resources: 
● Nuclear 

Processes Notes 
Guide 

● radioactive decay. 
Materials: 

● super magnets 
● Notebook 

 
 

Day 2 
Nov 5 

Topic: Nuclear decays and reactions. 
Objective: Students will identify nuclear decay, 
particles created, and the process. 
TEK/SE:  
I.1A: Demonstrate safe practices during laboratory and field 
inestigations. 

Instructional Notes: 
● Goggles are 

necessary for lab 
as dominos may 
chip. 

● Use relatively large 
groups as it takes 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=radioactive+decay+video+animation&view=detail&mid=9812DAF4EADD0B898E899812DAF4EADD0B898E89&FORM=VIRE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AB1j3a2cMjs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TysO8oY3fay_zygk9sxpI1HYTo332Lgo8JBS9FmifT0/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TysO8oY3fay_zygk9sxpI1HYTo332Lgo8JBS9FmifT0/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TysO8oY3fay_zygk9sxpI1HYTo332Lgo8JBS9FmifT0/edit
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=radioactive+decay+video+animation&view=detail&mid=9812DAF4EADD0B898E899812DAF4EADD0B898E89&FORM=VIRE


I.3A: Analyze, evaluate, and critique scientific explanationns 
by using empirical evidence, logical reasoning, and 
experimental and observational testing so as to encourage 
critical thinking by the student. 

I.7E: Describe types of nuclear reactions such as fission and 
fusion and their roles in applications such as medicine and 
energy production. 

Engage: 
● Controlled and uncontrolled reactions with 

dominos. Ask students what they know about how 
social media has changed gossip and bullying. What 
is different about how news and information 
spread?  

● Students demonstrate the reactions differences 
with the domino mini lab as illustrated in the 
McGraw-Hill animation. Students measure time. 
Page 628 has lab as well. 

 Explain: 
● Review information from Student Notebook 

describing natural decay and chain reaction with 
particles. Identify particles and differentiate fusion 
and fission. 

Extend:  
● https://study.com/academy/lesson/types-of-radioactive-d

ecay-and-their-effect-on-the-nucleus.html 
● Reinforcement Homework 

 
Closing: Students respond with a strategy to stop a 
uncontrolled chain reaction on social media, car wreck, 
etc. and create a diagram similar to the fission or 
fusion graphics with labels. 

time to set up 
dominos. 

Resources: 
● Student 

Notebook  
 
Materials: 
Dominos 

Day 3 
Nov 6 

Topic: Isotopes and half lifes. 
Objective: Students will differentiate decay rates, relate 
rates to isotopes, and connect rates to medical and 
dating applications.  
TEK/SE:  
I.2E: Communicate valid conclusions supported by the data 
through methods such as lab reports, labeled drawings, 
graphs, journals, summaries, oral reports, and 
technology-based reports. 

I.3A: Analyze, evaluate, and critique scientific explanationns 
by using empirical evidence, logical reasoning, and 
experimental and ovservational testing so as to encourage 
critical thinking by the student. 

I.7E: Describe types of nuclear reactions such as fission and 
fusion and their roles in applications such as medicine and 
energy production. 

Explain: 

Instructional Notes: 
● Activity pages for 

Phet simulations 
need to be 
identified and 
printed. Virtual lab 
may be drawn in 
student notebook 

Resources: 
●  Student 

Notebook  
 
Materials: 

● Computers 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/0B87NzHtd1V-tTEQ5b3lCcnpZbU0
https://study.com/academy/lesson/types-of-radioactive-decay-and-their-effect-on-the-nucleus.html
https://study.com/academy/lesson/types-of-radioactive-decay-and-their-effect-on-the-nucleus.html
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/0B87NzHtd1V-tTEQ5b3lCcnpZbU0
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/0B87NzHtd1V-tTEQ5b3lCcnpZbU0
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/0B87NzHtd1V-tTEQ5b3lCcnpZbU0
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/0B87NzHtd1V-tTEQ5b3lCcnpZbU0
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/0B87NzHtd1V-tTEQ5b3lCcnpZbU0


● Provide students with vocabulary and concept 
information with the Student Notebook information about 
background radioactivity, tracers, half-lifes. 

● Half-life video 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=op2020jJ-3Tkfyg 

Extend: 
● Students complete Radioactive Decay virtual lab on 

McGraw Hill. Will work until 202 as it is Adobe Flash 
● Radioactive Dating Game on Colorado Phet is also an 

option. Won’t run Internet Explorer 
● Half-life penny lab if virtual is not available. 

 
Closing: T chart identifying dangers and applications 
of radioactive nuclear decay. 

Day 4 
Nov 7 

Topic: Applications for radioactive decay. 
Objective: Students will identify applications for 
radioactive decay. 
TEK/SE:  
I.2E: Communicate valid conclusions supported by the data 
through methods such as lab reports, labeled drawings, 
graphs, journals, summaries, oral reports, and 
technology-based reports. 

I.3B: Communicate and apply scientific information 
extracted from various sources such as current events, 
published journal articles, and marketing materials. 

I.3D: Evaluate the impact of research on scientific thought, 
society, and the environment. 

I.3E: Describe connections between physics and chemistry 
and future careers 

I.3F: Research and describe the history of physics and 
chemistry  and contributions of scientists. 

I.7E: Describe types of nucler reactions such as fission and 
fusion and their roles in applications such as medicine and 
energy production. 

Engage: 
● View atomic bomb film from Manhattan Project/Trinity 

Test videos. 
● Review and handout Stephen Murray worksheets for 

Fusion/Fission and Nuclear Power 
● Review Fission/Fusion with How Can Matter Be Changed 

into Energy Google Slides  
● Present slide to reinforce the penetration and level of 

danger associated with nuclear decay. 
https://www.compoundchem.com/2015/09/10/radiation/ 
 

Explain and Extend: 
● Have students use textbook to create a table of 

radioactive applications that decribe how the decay is 
used, to whom it is of value, any future applications being 
researched now. Medical equipmment, energy creation, 
Use pages 630-636 

Instructional Notes: 
 
Resources: 

● Trinity Test videos. 
 
 
Materials: 

● Notebooks 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/0B87NzHtd1V-tTEQ5b3lCcnpZbU0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=opjJ-3Tkfyg
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/0B87NzHtd1V-tTEQ5b3lCcnpZbU0
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=manhattan+project+atomic+detonation&&view=detail&mid=EB26C6C37237611B711BEB26C6C37237611B711B&FORM=VRDGAR
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=manhattan+project+atomic+detonation&&view=detail&mid=EB26C6C37237611B711BEB26C6C37237611B711B&FORM=VRDGAR
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1XpG71YdinBFA7vg4-2O5yL2lmZYF_e8wS46cmf_3s-I/edit#slide=id.g6f77887e70_0_7
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1XpG71YdinBFA7vg4-2O5yL2lmZYF_e8wS46cmf_3s-I/edit#slide=id.g6f77887e70_0_7
https://www.compoundchem.com/2015/09/10/radiation/
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=manhattan+project+atomic+detonation&&view=detail&mid=EB26C6C37237611B711BEB26C6C37237611B711B&FORM=VRDGAR


Closing: Trifold outline for technology that applies 
Nuclear reactions. 

Day 5 
Nov 8 

Topic: Evaluation of student uderstanding of Nuclear 
chemistry. 
 
Online quiz from McGraw Hill 
https://connected.mcgraw-hill.com/media/repository/protecte
d_content/COMPOUND/50000027/51/92/gps20_otp/20_otp.ht
ml?mghCourseID=OWERS6XZLC8OOEVY5ZT4RQHX8Q 

 

 
Accommodations 
for Special 
Populations 

Accommodations for instruction will be provided as stated on each student’s (IEP) 
Individual Education Plan for special education, 504, at risk, and ESL/Bilingual.  

 

https://connected.mcgraw-hill.com/media/repository/protected_content/COMPOUND/50000027/51/92/gps20_otp/20_otp.html?mghCourseID=OWERS6XZLC8OOEVY5ZT4RQHX8Q
https://connected.mcgraw-hill.com/media/repository/protected_content/COMPOUND/50000027/51/92/gps20_otp/20_otp.html?mghCourseID=OWERS6XZLC8OOEVY5ZT4RQHX8Q
https://connected.mcgraw-hill.com/media/repository/protected_content/COMPOUND/50000027/51/92/gps20_otp/20_otp.html?mghCourseID=OWERS6XZLC8OOEVY5ZT4RQHX8Q

